
Yea Tennis Club 

Air conditioning and main fuse board are in the multipurpose room adjacent to the kitchen door. 

 

Oven is electric. Stove top is gas. The gas will be turned off at the bottle (outside at the eastern end 

of the building) and at the wall on the right-hand side of the oven in the kitchen. 

 

To use the dishwasher: 

Put the drain plug in. 

 

Insert the filter trays. 

 



Turn power isolator to ON. 

 

At the front of the dishwasher, turn the left-hand dial to “FILL”. The other dial can be left on “OFF”. 

 

Close the door of the dishwasher and the machine will commence filling. This will take several 

minutes. 

 

The machine will fill up to the top of the drain plug inserted at step 1 

Please check the correct water level has been achieved by lifting one of the filter trays and visually 

checking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Once the correct water level is achieved, turn the left-hand dial to 60 seconds. 

 

Detergent: ONLY use dishwasher powder (no liquids) such as: 

 

This can be added by throwing in a generous cap full every 6 or 7 washes. It is best with commercial 

dishwashers to pre-rinse heavily soiled crockery and cutlery (as the wash cycle is only 60 seconds, 

not 45 minutes). 

 



To use the dishwasher, lift door, slide in crockery/cutlery on rack, add powder (as required) and shut 

door. Dishwasher will automatically cycle through a wash and rinse cycle. 

Double door Fridge: 

 

The fridge power supply is on the right-hand side of the normal fridge.  

 

Leaving Checklist 

Dishwasher if used – Turn left-hand dial to off. Turn power isolator to off. Lift door. Remove drain 

filters and clean. Remove drain plug (taking care as the water will be hot). Leave plug and filters on a 

dish rack in the machine with door up and open so it will all air dry. 

Double door fridge (if used) - When finished turn the fridge off (taking care to NOT turn off the 

power to the normal fridge) and leave the doors wedged open to allow air flow and drying of 

condensation. 

Please turn off gas at the bottle outside and on the wall in the kitchen 

Ensure power isolator to dishwasher is off. 

Air conditioner/heating off. 

Toilet lights off 

Windows shut.  

Lights off 

Where noted, light switches left in AUTO position 

ALL rubbish/recycling placed in bins outside 

All Doors locked (please do a walk around). 

Keys back in key safe. 


